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INTRODUCTION 
The smash product algebra and the smash coproduct coalgebra are well 
known in the context of Hopf algebras [ 1,5], and these notions can be 
viewed as being motivated by the semidirect product construction in the 
theory of groups and in the theory of afIine group schemes, respectively. Let 
H be a bialgebra over a field k and suppose B is a left H-module algebra and 
is also a left H-comodule coalgebra. In Section 2 we find necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the smash product algebra structure and the smash 
coproduct coalgebra structure on B OH to afford B @ H a bialgebra 
structure. (In this case we say that (H, B) is an admissible pair and let 
B X H denote the resulting bialgebra.) This particular situation has been 
considered in [l] when the module structure on B is trivial (or equivalently 
the smash product algebra is the tensor product algebra) or the comodule 
structure on B is trivial (or equivalently the smash coproduct coalgebra is 
the tensor product coalgebra). Let (H, B) be an admissible pair. We show 
that the mapping system B +j, &B x H 2:” H (j, and iH are the canonical 
algebra inclusions, ZZ, and x,, are the “canonical coalgebra projections) 
characterizes B X H. The remainder of Section 2 is devoted to studying basic 
properties of B X H; in particular we derive necessary and sufficient 
conditions for B X H to be a Hopf algebra. In case B and H are semisimple 
(resp. cosemisimple) Hopf algebras we show that B X H is a semisimple 
(resp. cosemisimple) Hopf algebra. 
For an admissible pair (H, B) the mappings n,, and iH are bialgebra maps 
satisfying 7c, 0 iH = I. In Section 3 we prove a converse of this. Suppose H is 
a Hopf algebra over k, A is a bialgebra over k, and H ,CTA are bialgebra 
maps satisfying IL 0 i = I. Let ZZ = Z * (i 0 x)-’ in the convolution algebra 
End,(A) and set B = ZZ(A). We show that (H, B) is an admissible pair and 
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A 3c B X H as bialgebras. Thus we have a description of the structure of a 
bialgebra with a projection onto a Hopf algebra. 
In Section 4 we consider the structure of cosemisimple Hopf algebras of 
the form B x H when H= k[G] is a group algebra and B = k[F’] is the 
grouplike coalgebra on a group Y. B does not have to be a group algebra 
(dB does not have to be multiplicative). We construct some rather curious 
examples of this type in which B has an “antipode” of order 2n, but B x H 
has antipode of order 2. In this section we construct several new classes of 
semisimple cosemisimple involutory Hopf algebras. 
Throughout the paper we freely use the results, notation, and conventions 
of [5]. In particular all vector spaces will be over a field k. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let H be a bialgebra over a field k. Here we review some basic facts about 
algebras and coalgebras in the category / of left H-modules and in the 
category “A of left H-comodules. First of all recall that if A4 and N are left 
H-.modules, then the left H @ H-module M 0 N is also a left H-module by 
pull-back along d, i.e., h e (m @ n) = C h(,, . m @ h(,, . n for h E H, m E M, 
and n E N, and dually if M and N are left H-comodules, then the left H @ H- 
comodule M@ N is also a left H-comodule by push-out along m, i.e., 
,o(m @ n) = Crn(‘)n(‘) @ (m(‘) 0 n(*)) for m E M and n E N (if (M, p) is a 
left H-comodule we use the notation p(m) = Cm”’ @ m”’ E H @ M for 
m E M). k is regarded as an object of HA by h . 1, = e(h) for h E H, and k 
is regarded as an object of “A by ~(1,) = 1, @ 1,. 
An algebra B in H~ is an H-module algebra, that is, B is a left H-module 
and also a k-algebra (B, m, II) such that m and r] are module maps, or 
h * VW = c (h(l) * w,,, * b’) and h * 1 = E(h) 1 
hold for h E H and 6, b’ E B. Let B be an algebra in “J? and suppose 
7: H @ B + B is the module structure map. The smash product B#, H of B 
and H is an algebra described as follows: B#,H = B @ H as a vector space, 
and (b#h)(b’#h’) = Cb(h(,, . b’)@h,,,h’ for b, b’ EB and h, h’ EH. 
Observe that l,#l, is the unity of B#,H and that 
j,:B-+B#,H(bwb#l) and i,:H+B#,H(hk I#h) are algebra 
embeddings. 
A coalgebra b in H-d is an H-module coalgebra, that is, C is a left H- 
module and also a k-coalgebra (C, A, E) such that A and E are module maps, 
or 
A(h . c) = 2 h(,, . cc,) @ h(,, . cc2) and E(h . c) = c(h) E(c) 
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hold for h E H and c E C. Observe that requiring A and E to be module maps 
is equivalent to requiring that the module structure map r be a coalgebra 
map: 
An algebra B in HJ is an H-comodule algebra, that is, B is a left H- 
comodule and also a k-algebra (B, m, r,r) such that m and rl are comodule 
maps, or 
p(bb’) = 2‘ b(l)b’(‘) @ b(*)bf(*) and PUB) = lH@ 1B 
hold for b, b’ E B. Observe that requiring that m and v to be comodule maps 
is equivalent to requiring the comodule structure map p be an algebra map. 
A coalgebra C in H.M is an H-comodule coalgebra, that is, C is a left H- 
comodule and also a k-coalgebra (C, A, E) such that A and E are comddule 
maps, or 
and 
x c(‘) &(C(2’) = E(C) I 
hold for c E C. Let C be a coalgebra in HM and let p: C + H @ C be the 
comodule structure map. The smash coproduct C 8 pH of C and H is a 
coalgebra described as follows: C g ,,H = C 0 H as a vector space, and 
AC $$ h = C(ccI, 3( c~2,‘1’h~,,) @ (c(2)(2) $$ h(,,) for c E C and h E H. Observe 
that cc @ eH is the counit map of C X $, and that 
r;r, : C $$ pH -+ C(c z h t--t c&(h)) and rcH : C $$ ,,H -+ H (c g h M E(C) h) are 
coalgebra surjections. 
Let H be a bialgebra and V be a vector space over k. Then V is a trivial 
left H-module by h . v = E(A) u and Y is a trivial left H-comodule by 
p(u) = 1 @ U. With the trivial module structure any algebra B over k is an H- 
module algebra, and with the trivial H-comodule structure any coalgebra C 
over k is an H-comodule coalgebra. Observe that B#,H= B @ H as 
algebras and C $$ ,,H = C @ H as coalgebras in the trivial case, and that the 
tensor product structures arise only from the trivial actions. 
Now let H be a Hopf algebra with antipode s. The next two examples are 
of fundamental importance. 
1.1. If f : H + B is an algebra map, then B is an H-module algebra under 
the adjoint action adf: H@ B + B defined by h. b= adJh@ b) = 
Cfh,) bfW,2,))- 
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Dually: 
1.2. If g : C + H is a coalgebra map, then C is an H-comodule coalgebra 
under the coadjoint action cog: C + H @ C defined by co*(c) = 
C&l,) ~(gkd) 0 C(Z). 
Let G and P be groups, and suppose that r is a left G-module action on ,Y 
by automorphisms. Then r lifts to a unique H = k[ G]-module structure ‘T on 
the group algebra B = k[Y]. It is easy to see that B is an H-module algebra 
under r and that k[Y X,G] -k[Y]#,k[G]((g,g)w g@g) is an 
isomorphism of Hopf algebras. If t is induced by a homomorphism 
f:G+r(g.p=f(g)yf(g))’ for gEG and ?EP) then r=ad,where 
f: k[G] + k[ZY] is the unique extension off (here we write t = adf). 
Let H be a commutative Hopf algebra over k and let G,( ): Alg, + Gr 
denote the pro-affine group scheme associated with H. (For a commutative 
algebra B over k recall G,(B) = Alg,(H, B) is a group under convolution, 
and that a Hopf algebra map f : H -+ H’ induces a morphism 
f*: G,( ) e G,( ) by composition.) Assume that C is a commutative Hopf 
algebra over k which is an H-comodule coalgebra. Then there is a natural 
isomorphism of group schemes G, g J ) N G,( ) x pI GH( ) determined by 
restriction, and every semidirect product of pro-affme group schemes arises 
in this fashion. In case p = co,, where g: C+ H is a Hopf algebra map, then 
p* = ad,,. 
2. THE BIPRODUCT B X H 
Let H be a bialgebra and suppose B is an algebra in I,,& and a coalgebra 
in “~7. Let z:H@B-1B and p:B + H 0 B be the module and comodule 
structure maps, respectively. In this section we derive necessary and 
sufficient conditions for B @H to be a bialgebra with the algebra structure 
of B#,H and the coalgebra structure of B g pH. In case (B @ H, 
mR#H 3 vB#H 3 A RyjHI cB ZH) is a bialgebra we say the pair (H, B) is admissible 
and denote this bialgebra by B x r,pH (or more informally by B X H). For 
an admissible pair (H, B) we show that the mapping system 
B S,y B x H 2 ‘IH H characterizes B x H. The remainder of the section is l/f 
devoted to studying basic properties of B x H; in particular we derive 
necessary and sufficient conditions for B X H to be a Hopf algebra. 
Suppose B is an algebra in won (an H-module algebra) and is also a 
coalgebra in “~7 (an H-comodule coalgebra). We will first determine when 
- E and A - A are algebra maps. Let b, b’ E B and h, h’ E H, and 
zi?iih = b @?%st observe that from the equations E(b x h) = e(b) E(h) 
and 
E((b x h)(b’ x h’)) = c c(b(h(,, . b’)) e(h,,,) E(h’) 
= &(b(h . b’)) &(h’) 
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2.1. E is an algebra map if and only if E, is an algebra map and 
cB(h . b) = c(h) eg(b) holds for h E H and b E B. 
We have the equations 
2 c(bclJ b# @ bt,,‘*’ = c b(l) @ b(*) (2.2a) 
and 
c b(,,G+,,“‘) 0 b(,,‘*’ = c b(,, 0b(2,, (2.2b) 
the first since both sides are equal to p(J$(b,,,) b(,,), and the second since 
E @ I o p = I. Recall that l,# 1, is the unity of B# .H. Let b = 1,. Then 
1, # 1, is grouplike if and only if C(bc,, x bc2,“‘) 0 (bc2,‘*’ X 1) = 
(1 x 1) @ (1 X 1). This equation and (2.2) imply that ~(1,) = 1, @ 1, and 
dl, = lB @ 1,. The converse is clearly true, so: 
2.3. A(1, x lH) = (1, x lH) 0 (1, X lH) if and only if ~(1,) = l,@ 1, 
andAl,= lB@ 1,. 
From the calculations 
A((b x h)(b’ x h’)) 
= A c b(h(,, . b’) x hc2,h’ 
= c (@(h,,, . b’)h, x Wq,, . b’))(,,“‘h<,, h;,,) 
o (W,,, . b’))o,‘*’ x hwh;d 
and 
A(b x h) A(b’ x h’) = c (b<,, x bc2,“‘hc,,)(b;,, x b;zj(l)h;lj) 
o (bt,,‘*’ x h&(b;,,‘*’ x h;v) 
we deduce: 
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2.4. A is multiplicative if and only if 
= z (b~l,((bo,“‘h~l,)(,, * 4,) x (bo,“‘h~l,)(*,b;*,“‘) 
0 42, (Z)(h(,, *b’ (2) (2’). 
The necessity of the condition is seen by letting h’ = 1 and then applying 
.sH to the right-hand tensorands. The sufficiency is straightforward. 
We next apply E, to the left-hand tensorands of the equation of 2.4, use 
(2.2a), and assume a is an algebra map to make the calculations 
x (W+l, . b’))“‘h,,, 0 (b(h(,, . b’))‘*’ 
= r Gb(l)) 4%) b(,,“‘h(,, b;,,“’ 0 b,,,‘*‘(h(,, . b;,,“‘) 
= c b”‘h~,,b”” @ b’*‘(hC2, . b”“) 
from which it follows 
c w+l, * b’))“‘h,,, @ (b(h,,, * b’))‘*’ 
(2.5) 
= x b”‘h(,, b’(‘) @ b’*‘(hC2, . b”“). 
2.6. The above equation holds if and only if (assuming ~(1,) = 1,O lB) 
(a) p(bb’) = C b(‘)b’(‘) @I b(*)b’(*) and 
(b) Ch, . b)“‘h,,, 0 @(l, . b)‘*’ = Ch(,,b”’ aho, . b’*‘. 
That (a) and (b) imply (2.5) is clear. Note that (a) follows from (2.5) by 
letting h = I, and (b) follows by letting b = 1. 
Applying sH to the second tensorand of the equation of 2.4 we compute by 
(2.2b) 
c W(l, . b’)h%2J 0 (Wl, . b’))o, 
= c b,d(bw (1%,) . 4,) W%)(l)) 
481192p 
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which is the same as 
c (W * O(l) 0 (b(h - b’))o, = cb(l,((b(2,(‘)h(,,) * &,I 
(2.7) 
0 ~d2V~2, * 42)). 
2.8. The above equation holds if and only if (assuming ~(1,) = 1, 0 lB) 
(a) Abb’ = 2 bC,,(bC2,“’ . b;,,) 0 bC2,‘2’b;2, and 
@I Ah - b = Ch,,, . bc,, 0 hu, - 42,. 
The proof of 2.8 is similar to the proof of 2.6. We now have necessary and 
sufficient conditions for B @H to be a bialgebra with the structures 
indicated above. 
THEOREM 1. Let H be a bialgebra over a field k, and suppose B is an 
algebra in H.~ and a coalgebra in ?d. Let t: H @ B -+ B and p:’ B + H @ B 
be the module and comodule structure, respectively. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(a) (B ~3 H, mB #,“, qe #a, A, w p, Ed Ma) is a bialgebra: i.e., (H, B) is 
an admissible pair. 
(b) B is an algebra in ‘5.f and a coalgebra in H.H, Ed is an algebra 
map, Al, = 1, @ I,, and the identities 
(i) Abb’ = CbC,,(bC2,“’ . b{,,) 0 bC2,‘2’b;,, and 
(ii> Ch . b)“‘h(,, 0 (h,,, . b)(2) = ChC,,b(” @ h(,, . bC2) hold for 
b,b’EBandhEH. 
cc> ‘B and p are algebra maps, s is a coalgebra map, 
Al, = 1, @ l,, and (i) and (ii) of(b) hold. 
ProoJ: (b) o (c) is clear. (a) * (b) follows from the preceding 
calculations, so it remains to show that (b) z- (a). Assume (b) holds. Then 
the equations of 2.1, 2.3, 2.5, and 2.7 are valid. By 2.1 E is an algebra map, 
and by 2.3 to show that A is an algebra map we need only show that A is 
multiplicative. But for this it suffices to show by 2.4 that 
1 (W,,, . b’)),,, xW(,, . b’))(,,“‘h(,,) 0 WC,, .b’))(,,‘2’ 
= x (b&+z,“‘h(,,) - b;,,) x(bc,,‘*‘(ho, . W)“‘h,d 
0 (bu,‘*‘(h(,, . b;2,>Y2’ 
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@ b,2,'3'(h(,, * b;2)'2') 
=x (b,,,((b,,,"'h~,,)(,, . h) x (b~*,"'h~,,)o,b;*,"') 
0 42, yh,,) * b;*,‘*‘) 
the second line following by (2.7), the third by (2.5), and the fourth by the 
fact that A, is multiplicative and p is coassociative. This completes the proof 
of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
Remark. If (H, B) is an admissible pair then A, is not necessarily 
multiplicative, as Proposition 7 in Section 4 will show. 
Let (ZZ, B) be an admissible pair and suppose that A is a bialgebra over k. 
Then B ,tn A z!; H 
conditions $re met: 
is an admissible mapping system if the following 
(a) ZZoj=Z, and xoi=ZH, 
(b) i and 71 are bialgebra maps, j is an algebra map, and ZZ is a 
coalgebra map, 
(c) ZZ is an H-bimodule map (A is given the H-bimodule structure via 
pullback along i and B is given the trivial right H-module structure), 
(d) j(B) is a sub-H-bicomodule of A and flIjtBj is a bicomodule map 
(A is given the H-bicomodule structure via pushout along II and B is given 
the trivial right H-comodule structure), and 
(e) (joZZ)*(ion)=Z. 
Our next result gives two mapping descriptions of B x H. 
THEOREM 2. Let (H, B) be an admissible pair. 
(a) BS$BxH IH 2”” H is an admissible mapping system. 
Let A be a bialgebra over k and let B $‘A gt; H be an admissible 
mapping system. 
(b) There exists a unique algebra map f:B x H + A such that the 
diagram 
BXH 
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commutes. Furthermore the diagram 
2) 
commutes and f is a bialgebra isomorphism. 
(c) There exists a unique coalgebra map g: A + B x H such that the 
diagram 
3) 
commutes. Furthermore the diagram 
commutes and g is a bialgebra isomorphism. (Thus in particular f and g are 
inverses.) 
Proof. (a) is straightforward. 
(b) Iff: B x H + A is an algebra map then (1) commutes if and only 
if f(b x h) =f(b x l)f(l x h) =j(b)i(h) holds for b E B and h E H. If 
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g: A -+ B x H is a coalgebra map then (3) commutes if and only if 
t?(a) = c<j o GJM~,,,))( iH 0 Mg(@) = C(Wd X W X +d) = 
Cfl(a,,,) x rr(u& holds for a EA. Thus we have the uniqueness off and g. 
Let f and g be defined as above. Then the calculations 
= (j 0 l7) * (i 0 7r)(a) = a 
= H (j(b)) X h = b X h 
show that f and g are inverses. Thus the proof will be complete once we 
show that f is an algebra map and g is a coalgebra map. 
As f(1 x 1) = 1 we need only show that f is multiplicative. First we 
compute for h E H and b E B that 
i(h)j(b) = C (j 0 fl)(@,,,)j(b),,,)(i 0 Mh,2Jj(b)d 
for h E H and b E B since I7 is a map of left H-modules. From (2.9) it 
follows that 
f((b x h)(b’ x h’)) = ~f(W,,, . b’) x b,h’) 
= gab@,,, . b’)) i(hc2, h’) 
= Cj(b)j(h,,, . b’) i(h& @‘) 
= j(b) i(h) j(b’) i(h’) =f(b x h) f(b’ X h’). 
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To show that g is a coalgebra map it is clear that we need only show that g 
is comultiplicative. To this end we will need for a E A 
x I7(u(,))%(u(*)) m7(a(,))‘*’ = 2 %-J(l)) @*@d (2.10) 
To show (2.10) first let a Ej(B). Then as IiljCBj is a right comodule map 
CWq*,> 0 eq*J = m> 0 13 so (2.10) holds in this case. From the obser- 
vation that II(aa’) = II( for a’ E i(H) and that A =j(B) i(H) we 
reduce the general case to the special case. 
Using this last equation we compute 
4f#H(g@N = ,y (~(%,>,,, x n(u(,))(*)(l)~.(u(*))) 
= 1 (I7(U(,)) x 7&J> 0 W(~,3,> x e%))) 
so g is a coalgebra map. This completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
The proof of the following is straightforward and is left to the reader. 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose thut (H, B) is un admissible pair. 
(a) B x H is commutative if and only lfB and H are commutative and 
5 is trivial. 
(b) B x H is cocommutative ifund only ifB and H are cocommututive 
and p is trivial. 
We can say precisely when B x H is a Hopf algebra. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose (H, B) is un admissible pair. 
(a) If B x H is a Hopf algebra with antipode s, then H is u Hopf 
algebra and the identity I, has an inverse in the convolution algebra 
Hom,(B, B). 
(b) If H is a Hopf algebra with antipode sH and ss E Hom,(B, B) is 
an inverse of IB, then B x H is a Hopf algebra with antipode s described by 
s(b x h) = 2 (1 x s,,(b”‘h))(sB(b’*‘) X 1) for h E H und b E B. 
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Proof. (a) That II is a Hopf algebra with antipode s, = rr, 0 s 0 i, = 
(iH)* o (n,),(s) follows directly from the functorial character of the 
convolution algebra. For notational convenience we transfer the coalgebra 
structure of B to j,(B) = B X 1 via the algebra isomorphism j,: B + B x 1 
andidentifyBwithBXl.Letz=i,oz,andII=j,oII,. 
Let SE End,(B x II) be defined by S=;lr* s. Then S(b x l)= 
C( 1 X b”‘) s(b”’ X 1) for b E B by (2.2a), so 
x (bu, x1) Wm x 1) =x (b(,, x 1)(1 x bC,,“‘)s(bC,,“’ x 1) 
= 1 Pm x bo,“‘) s(bC,,‘*’ x 1) 
=e(bx 1) 1 x 1 
means that SI,, i is a right inverse of I,, i E Hom,(B x 1, B x H). Now 
observe S(b X h) = S(b X 1) &(h), so S 0 II = S. Therefore since S * I = 
rr*s*I=7r;ka=zinEnd,(BxH),wehave 
2 W+,, xWb,,, x1) = x S 0 IWq,, xb,z,“‘)V+,,‘*’ x 1) 
= 2 S(b,,, x bC2,“‘)(b~,,‘*’ x 1) 
=e(bx 1) 1 x 1, 
and thus SI,, , is a left inverse of I, X 1. To complete the proof of (a) we need 
only show that S(B x 1) G B x 1, that is, II D S = S on B x 1. But since II is 
a left B x l-module map, applying II to the first set of equations above we 
see that II0 (S/,,,) is also a right inverse of IBX, . This means II 0 S = S on 
BX 1. 
(b) is left to the reader since it is a straightforward calculation. 
Q.E.D. 
Let (H, B) be an admissible pair, where H is a Hopf algebra. We extend 
the notion of (left) integral to B and B* in the obvious way. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let (H, B) be an admissible pair, and assume that H is 
a Hopf algebra. 
(a) If xs E B and xH E H are right integrals, then xg x xN is a right 
integral of B X H. 
(b) Suppose that B x H is a Hopf algebra. Then B x H is semisimple 
if and only ly there exist left integrals x, E B and x, E H such that 
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&(xB) = I = E(x~) and e(h . xB) = e(h) x, for h E H. (Zn this case x, x xH is 
an integral of B X H satisfying &(xB x xH) = I’.) 
(c) Suppose B is a Hopf algebra, and x, E B and xH E H are non-zero 
left integrals. Then there is an algebra map q: H -+ k such that 
h . x, = q(h) xg for h E H, and xg x (q - xH) is a non-zero left integral of 
B x H. 
Proof (a) follows directly using the fact that &(h . b) = E(h)&(b) for 
h E H and b E B. 
(b) Assume that B x H is semisimple, and set x, = IT,(x) and 
x, = n,(x) where x E B X H is an integral satisfying E(X) = 1. Then 
s(xB) = 1 = E(x~) since l7, and n, are coalgebra maps, and h . xs = e(h) x, 
follows since L?, is a map of left H-modules. That x, and xH are left integrals 
is clear. To finish the proof one can show directly xB x x,, is a left integral of 
B X H such that e(xB x x,) = 1 if x8 and xH satisfy the conditions described 
in (b). 
(c) H is finite dimensional since H has a non-zero left integral, so the 
antipode s of H is bijective. As s is an algebra antihomomorphism, so is SK’, 
thus we compute for b E B and h E H, setting x =x8 
W - x> = z: dhc,,) W+,, e x> 
= z: PC,, . W’(h,,,) . W@,,, . x> 
=C &,, . ((S-*(hJ . b)x) 
= 2 hc,, -Wd E(b) xl = 4b)h . x 
which means that h . x is also a left integral. Therefore h . x = ax for some 
a E k, so the existence of q is established. Since h w v - h describes an 
algebra automorphism of H, n - xH # 0, and for h E H and b E B 
(b x h)(x, x(v - x,v)) =c b&,, .xs) x &,(rl- x,v) 
= bx, x (h - r)(r - 4 
=E(b)xgxq-((r-l-hLv)xH) 
= Hb)xg x v- (a*v-‘@)x,) 
= e(b x h) x, x (v - xH). Q.E.D. 
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Recall that if H is a Hopf algebra then 2 E H* is a left (resp. right) 
integral if and only if C hC,,J(hC,,) = I(h) 1 (resp. C A(&,,) h,,, = I(h) 1) for 
h E H. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let (H, B) be an admissible pair, and assume that H is 
a Hopf algebra. 
(a) If A, E B* and ;IH E H* are right integrals then 2, x 1, is a right 
integral of (B x H)*. 
(b) Suppose that B x H is a Hopf algebra. Then B x H is 
cosemisimple if and only if there are left integrals LB and A, satisfying 
,I,( 1) = 1 = ,I,( 1) and C b”‘A,(b’*‘) = A(b) 1 for b E B. (In this case A, X ;1, 
is an integral of (B X H)* satisfying &., X i,(l X 1) = 1). 
(c) Suppose that B is a Hopf algebra, and A, E B* and A, E H* are 
non-zero left integrals. Then there is a grouplike h E G(H) such that 
C b’1’&(b’2’) = A,(b) h f or all b E B, and A, x AH. h is a non-zero left 
integral of (B x H)*. 
ProojI (a) follows directly using the identity 
x M+,,) b(z)“’ x b(,,“’ = P 
c 
2 4#+,,) b,,, 
1 
= b(b) 1 x 1. 
(b) Assume that B x H is cosemisimple, and set LB = ,I o j, and 
2, = A 0 iH, where ,I E (B x H)* is a left integral satisfying A( 1 x 1) = 1. 
Then n,(l) = 1 = L,(l) follows since j, and iH are algebra maps, and 
Cb”‘A,(b’2’) = A,(b) 1 follows since j, is a map of left H-comodules. That 
LB and A, are left integrals is straightforward. The reader can verify directly 
that for i, and i, satisfying these conditions 1, x ,I, is a left integral of 
(BxH)*suchthat1,~L,(lXl)=l. 
(c) Using the fact that (j, o Z7,) * (& 0 7~~) = I one can show that 
2.11. pEG(BxH) sf and only if g=gxh, where hEG(H) and 
g E G(B) satisfies p(g) = 1 @ g. 
Since H* and B* have non-zero left integrals, by [4, Proposition l] we 
have that H* has a non-zero right integral J;I and B* has a non-zero right 
integral 1;. By part (a) & x ,I;, is a right integral of B x H, so by 
[ 2, Proposition 3 ] (,I; X LA) . p is a (non-zero) left integral for some 
yEG(BxH). Writeg=gxuas2.11.Then 
II b(l) x 42, “'h&Mu . bd2))NWd 
(2.12) 
= A;( g(u . b)) AA I x 1 
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holds for b E B and h E H. Thus applying I @ cH to both sides of this 
equation we deduce C b(,,$( g(u . b&) IA = A;( g(u . b)) &(uh) 1, so 
as u and g are invertible, we have by (2.7) that Cb,,, $(b,,,) = AL(b)g for 
b E B, or that n;, . g is a left integral of B*. By 14, Theorem 21 we may 
assume ;1, =II; . g. Now let h’ E H be such that ,Ik(uh’) = 1. By 
[2, Proposition 31 again u = Ch;,,,I~(uh&,) is grouplike. Then applying 
ss 0 I to both sides of the equation in (2.12) (with h = h’) we deduce that 
C b”‘&(u . b”‘) = &(u 9 b) v- ’ for b E B. Now by (2.5) we conclude that 
C b%,(b”‘) = 1,(b) uv ‘u- ‘, soleth=uv-‘u~‘EG(H).That~,xII,.h 
is a non-zero left integral of (B X H)* easily follows. Q.E.D. 
3. BIALGEBRAS WITH A PROJECTION ONTO A HOPF ALGEBRA 
Let (H, B) be an admissible pair. Then recall that H ?,z B X H are 
bialgebra maps satisfying rrH o i, = I. The purpose of this section is to prove 
a converse in case H is a Hopf algebra. 
THEOREM 3. Let H be Hopf algebra with antipode s over a jield k, let A 
be a bialgebra over k, and suppose H ST A are bialgebra maps satisfying 
xoi=I. Set II=I*(ioson;), let B=IZ(A), and let j:B+A be the 
inclusion. Then: 
(a) B is a subalgebra of A, and B has a (unique) coalgebra structure 
such that Il is a coalgebra map. 
(b) B is a left H-submodule under adi (hence B is an algebra in ,.&), 
and B is a left H-subcomodule under co, (hence B is a coalgebra in “~7). 
(c) With these structures (H, B) is an admissible pair and 
B 5” A 2: H is an admissible mapping system. 3 
(d) The map B x H+ A (b x h b hi(h)) is an isomorphism of 
bialgebras. 
Proof We will first show that (H, B) is an admissible pair and that 
B 5” A 27 H is an admissible mapping system. 
Notice that i 0 s 0 71= 7r* 0 i*(s) = 7r* 0 i&G’) = (i 0 7~)’ in the 
convolution algebra End,(A). Therefore by definition 
(j 0 Ii!) * (i 0 71) = I. 
For a, a’ E A one can check that 
(3.1) 
II(aa’) = Ca,,,lI(a’)(i 0 s 0 n)(aC2,) (3.2a) 
and 
AH(a) = C a& 0 s 0 n)(a& 0 W,,,>. 
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Noting that D(i(h)) = a(h) 1 for h E H, and that r o n(a) = E(U) 1 for 
a EA, we deduce from (3.2): 
and 
H(ui(h)) = H(u) E(h) forcEA andhEH, (3.3a) 
2 b(,, 0 Oc,,) = b 0 1 for b E B. (3.3b) 
These last equations say that II’ is a map of right H-modules, B is a right 
H-subcomodule, and I&, is a right comodule map. 
By (3.1) and (3.3b) we see that IZ(b) = b for b E B, thus I7 oj = I,. By 
(3.1) again Ca(,, @ ~(a(~)) = a @ 1 implies II(u) = a, so Eq. (3.3b) charac- 
terizes B. Therefore by (3.3b) and (3.2b): 
3.4. B is a subalgebra and AB c A @ B. 
We note, of course, that j is an algebra map. Let 
h . a = ad,(h @ a) = C i(h(,,) ui(s(h(,,)) be the adjoint action of H on A. By 
(3.2a) Z7(i(h) a’) = h . II for h E H and a’ E A, so B is a left module 
under ad,, and I7 is a left H-module map. Since n(b) = c(b) 1 for b E B, we 
apply 3.4 to show for b E B that 
co,(b) = x +,,,) s 0 Q+J 0 bc,, = c W+,,) 0 b<,,. 
From this it follows that B is a left H-comodule under co, and that ZZ18 is a 
map of left H-comodules. 
Let 6: B + B @ B be defined by @In) = C n(u,,,) @ n(u,,,) for a EA. 
We will show that 6 is well defined by showing ker 17 is a coideal. By (3.3a) 
Ai(Ht ) c ker 17. On the other hand, if n(u) = 0, then 
so ker ILTsAi(H+). Therefore kerZ7=Ai(H+), which means kern is a 
coideal. Since e 0 17 = E it is now clear that (B, 6, E) is a coalgebra and 
ZZ: A + B is a coalgebra map. 
Since A is an H-module algebra under adi and B is a submodule, B is an 
H-module algebra. For h E H and a E A the computations 
6th f fl@>> = WW) a>> = X W(h,,,) ql,> 0 W(h) 4 
and c(h . a) = E(h) E(U) show that B is an H-module coalgebra. 
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Since co,(b) = Cx(b,,,) @ bo, for b E B it follows directly that B is an H- 
comodule algebra. For a E A we have 
= 7r @ IO d(zqu)) = co,(n(u)). 
Thus 17: A -+ B is a surjective coalgebra map such that the diagram 
commutes, where p = co,IB. Therefore B is a H-comodule coalgebra under p 
since A is under co,. 
To complete the proof of (a)-(c) we need to show that conditions (i) and 
(ii) of part (b) of Theorem 1 are satisfied for B. For b = Z7(b) E B observe 
that 6(b) = C17(bc,))@ b(,, by 3.4, so for b, b’ E B we compute 
= C H(b,,,)(@,,,) - Wb;,,)) 0 bu, 42, 
which means that 
(i) 6(bb’) = C bt,,(bc2,“’ * b;,,) 0 bc,,“’ b;,, holds in B. To show (ii) 
recall that Ah . a = Ci(h,,,) u,,,(i 0 s)(hCJ)) @ h(,, . a,,, is true for h E H and 
a EA. Thus for b E B we derive 
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c h . b)“‘h,,, 0 (h,,, . b)‘*’ 
which means that 
(ii> C (hcl, . b)“‘hc,, 0 (h,,, . b)‘*’ = c hC,,b”’ @ h(,, . bC2’ holds in 
B. This completes the proof of (a)-(c). 
Observe that (d) follows by (c) and Theorem 2(b). Q.E.D. 
B as described in Theorem 3 is not necessarily a subcoalgebra as 
Proposition 7 will show. B is a coalgebra under very special conditions. 
COROLLARY 1. Let B be as in the theorem above. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(a) B is a subcoalgebra of A (or equivalently j is a coalgebra map). 
(b) co, is trivial when restricted to B (thus A = B x H has the tensor 
product coalgebra structure). 
Proof: (a) * (b) co,(b) = C z(bC,)) @ b(,, for b E B. Thus AB E B @B 
means co,(b) = 2 s(b(,,) 1 @ b(,, = 1 @b for b E B. 
(b) =S (a) Assume co, is trivial when restricted to B. Then j is seen 
directly to be a coalgebra map. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2. Let B be as in the theorem above. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(a) IT is an algebra map. 
(b) adi is trivial on B. 
ProoJ (a) + (b) If L’ is an algebra map, then h - b = lT(i(h) b) = 
LT(i(h)) IT(b), which means h . b = e(h) b for h E H and b E B. 
(b) =S (a) For a = hi(h) and a’eA we compute LT(aa’) = b(h . IL(a’)) = 
c(h) bZZ(a’) = IT(a) lT(a’) if adi is trivial on B. Q.E.D. 
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4. ADMISSIBLE PAIRS (k[G], B) 
Throughout this section H = k[G] will be the group algebra of a group G. 
If M is a left H-module we let g. : M + M denote left multiplication by 
g E G and let xM: G -+ Aut(M)( g F-+ g.) denote the representation afforded 
by the module structure. Now suppose M is a left H-comodule. Since H is a 
grouplike coalgebra M = OgEG M,, where M, = p-‘(g @ M). 
LEMMA 1. Let G be a group and H = k]G] be the group algebra of G 
over k. 
(a) Suppose that B is an algebra over k. 
only if(i) IfB 
is a left H-module, then B is an H-module algebra tf and 
g. is an algebra map for all g E G. (1) 
(ii) If B is a left H-comodule, then B is an H-comodule algebra tf 
and only if 
IEB, andB,B,,sB,,,forg,g’EG. (2) 
(b) Suppose that B is a coalgebra over k. 
(i) If B is a left H-module, then B is an H-module coalgebra tf and 
only if 
g. is a coalgebra map for all g E G. (3) 
(ii) If B is a left H-comodule, then B is an H-comodule coalgebra if 
and only if 
e(BR) = (0) for g # 1 and AB, z x B, @ Bhmln for g E G. 
h 
(4) 
(c) Let B be a left H-module and a left H-comodule. The condition 
Ch . b)“‘hw 0 (hu, . b)‘*’ = JJ h(,, b”’ @ h(,, . b’*’ is equivalent to 
h * B,sBhghm, for h,g E G. (5) 
The proof of the above is straightforward and left to the reader. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose (k[G], B) is an admissible pair, where B is also a 
group algebra. Then 
B, # (0) implies g E ker 7~~. (6) 
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Proof By Theorem 1 the equation dbb’ = Cbo,(b(,,“’ . b;,,) @ bo,‘*‘b;,, 
holds for b, b’ E B. Thus for grouplike elements b, b’ E B we have 
bb’ @ bb’ = c b(b”’ * b’) @ bQ’b from which it follows that 
b’ @ b = -yb”’ . b’ @ b(2). Therefore a’ @ a = c a”’ * a’ @ a(*’ for 
a,a’EB, so if aEB,\O we compute u’@u=g.u’@u, or u’=g+u for 
all a’ E B. Q.E.D. 
From (6) we are led to: 
PROPOSITION 5. Let H = k[G] be a group algebra and B be a biulgebru 
which is a left H-module and a left H-comodule. If (l)-(6) are satisfied then 
(H, B) is an admissible pair. 
By Theorem 1 and Lemma 1, to prove the proposition, it is only necessary 
to show that 
Abb’ = 2 b&(b(,,“‘) b;,,) 0 b(,,‘*‘b;,, 
= c b&+2, (‘) ’ b;,‘) 0 bC2”2’b;2’ 
for b E B, and b’ E B. 
Let 8: V-+ V be a linear endomorphism of a vector space V over k, and 
for A E k let V(J) be the subspace consisting of those u E V such that 
(0 - ,lI)“(n) = 0 for some n > 0. We say that f? is split if the (direct) sum 
Cl vca., is V. By [3, Lemma 1.1 and Corollary 1.21 we have: 
4.1. Let 0: V-+ V be a split linear endomorphism. 
(a) If ‘9 is an algebra map then 
1 E V(,’ and VCA’ V,,,’ c V,,,,‘for &A E k. (2’) 
(b) If 0: V -+ V is a coalgebra map then 
~(V&=(0)ifL#l andAV,,‘E 1 V@)@V(n)ford~k. (4’) 
Wl=l 
Using Proposition 5 we give a simple way of constructing examples of 
admissible pairs (k[G], B). 
4.2. Let G and F be commutative groups, n: G --) Aut(.Y) a represen- 
tation of G as group homomorphisms, and 0: F--t F an endomorphism of 
order n which commutes with the g . ‘s. Assume k is a Jzeld and ker rr is a 
finite subgroup of k* of order n. Then (k[G], k(F]) is an admissible pair, 
where k[F] = B is the group algebra of F and has the k[G]-module 
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structure determined by a and B has the k[G]-comodule structure determined 
by B, = Bo, for ,I E ker 72 and B, = (0) otherwise (0: B -+ B is the linear 
extension of 0). 
As an illustration let 55 be a commutative group, 8 E End(Y) an 
automorphism of order n, and s = ( )-’ be the inverse map of P, and k = C 
be the complex numbers. Then the conditions of 4.2 are met with G = (a) 
cyclic of order 2n, K: G + Aut(Y) defined by n(a) = s, and a2 identified with 
a primitive nth root of unity of C. For example, one can let n = 2 and 0 = s 
also for P = ZP where p > 3 is any integer. Here Cc [Z,] x C [Z,] is a 
semisimple cosemisimple involutory Hopf algebra of dimension 4p. 
We will construct examples of admissible pairs (k[G], k[F]) where G and 
,!? are commutative groups, k[F?] = B is the grouplike coalgebra of the set P 
but is not the group algebra of P. The details are rather technical but 
straightforward. 
Let G s k* be a finite subgroup and let U be a vector space over k with a 
basis of symbols uA, where 1 runs over G. Suppose 8: T(U) + T(U) is the 
algebra automorphism of the tensor algebra of U over k determined by 
e(u,) = AU,. For h = (A, ,..., A,) E G’ set uI = uA1 @ ... @ uA, E U’ and define 
Ihl=I2,. . . . . AI. Observe that the U;S, where h E G’, form a basis for U’ 
when I> 1, and 
ew = 14 u1 for h E G’. (4.3) 
4.4. Let I > 1 and G’ x G’ + G((S, p) H (3) be any function. Then the 
rules Auk= JJ,($ up@ up-,). and E(UJ = a,, determine a coalgebra structure 




To prove 4.4 note that (7) is equivalent o E @I o A = I = I@ E = A and 
that (8) is equivalent o A 0 Z o A = Z @ A o A. 
Observe that 8 is diagonalizable with eigenvalues G; thus 8 has order 
n=(G(. Let ln:G+Z, be a fixed isomorphism, and for ;~,,LL E G set 
1’ = A’n@. We turn B = T(U) into a left k[G]-module by extending the 
faithful representation 71,: G + Aut(B)(I w a’“*), and turn B into a left 
k[G]-comodule by setting B, = B,,, for h: E G. By (4.3) we have 
dud = IhlO u1 and ~.u,=(h(%, for LEG’ and PEG. (4.5 ) 
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For 1= (A, ,..., A,) E G’ and 5’ = (Ai ,..., Ai,) E G” define 5 0 I’ = 
@ i ,..., I,, Ai ,..., A;,) E G’+“. Notice that usuI, = ukoP and (ph) o (p/A’) = 
(p o p’)(X o k’) for p, 1 E G’ and p’, 5’ E G”. 
4.6. Let A, E be defined on U’ E B as in 4.4 and let 1 E B be grouplike. 
Then the identity Abb’ = Cbc,,(bc,,“’ . b;,,) @ bc,,‘2’b;,, is equivalent to 
for&p~G’and1’,p’EG”. (9) 
We will want Au,, = JJ, u, 0 uOmla for A E G, or 
0 1 1 = P for &PEG. (10) 
For I = (A, ,..., I,)EG’let)II,=l andlkJ,=~,.....I,when l&u<1. 
4.7. The system of equations (7~(10) has a unique solution, namely, 
Proof: Let 1, p E G’ and A, p E G. If (10) and (9) hold, then (;) = 1 and 
(,“3 = (3 IP-lw~ so there is only one possible (inductive) definition of (3. 
Let (3 = niEl (Ip-‘Alk-,)“k. Then (10) and (7) are trivial, (8) follows from 
the multiplicative character of I IU, and (9) follows directly by induction 
on 1’. Q.E.D. 
From now on we regard B as a coalgebra by defining 1, to be grouplike, 
and for I> 1 letting U’ have the coalgebra structure described in 4.4, where 
(3 is defined in 4.7. 
LEMMA 3. (k[G], B) is an admissible pair, where B has the structures 
defined above. 
Proof. 0 is an algebra automorphism of B, so (1) and (2) hold. Since 
0(u,) = /II u5 and IpJ lp-‘5) = (51 for p,5 E G’, one easily sees that 8 is a 
coalgebra map, so (3) and (4) hold. Equation (5) is clear, so by Lemma 1 
and 4.7 we need only observe 6,,,,, , = 6, ,6,,, ,, that is, E is an algebra map. 
Q.E.D. 
Let I E B be the ideal generated by the uA u*,‘s, where A, 13’ E G are 
distinct. Then Z is easily seen to be a coideal of B, and 0(I) E I which implies 
that I is also a submodule and subcomodule. Therefore (k[G], 3) is an 
admissible pair, where 9 = B/I has the quotient structures. Observe that A? 
is a commutative algebra. For A C G let 1”’ = A o --a o 1 E G’, and let 
P’ c .W denote the image of U’ under projection. 
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4.8. For 12 1 the coalgebra structure of @’ is described as follows: 
(a) The u~,,,‘s, where A E G, form a basis for P/’ (identtfying cosets 
with representatives). 
(b) Au.au, = cpv=* @y1)1’2 u ,,,,@ I+, for k E G. (Thus 8” is 
cocommutative since pV = np for p, q E G.) 
The proof of (a) is 
(;y;) = (@-l~)P)+w, 
clear. (b) follows from the identity 
which is proved by induction on 1. 
We say that a set of scalars < = {<,: A E G) s k” is a fundamental set in 
k if &<, = Ap<,, for A, p E G. 
4.9. G G k* has a fundamental set in k if and only ifI GJ is odd, or / G/ is 
even and k has a primitive 2nth root of unity, where n = 1 G I. 
Proof. Let F 2 k be a field extension with a solution o to X” = eCn-i)“‘*, 
where e E G satisfies In e = 1. Define & = c(‘“‘~ l)‘““* w* for il E G. Since 
the values of the e-(‘-‘)” WI’S, where 1 E L, depend only on the congruence 
classes modulo n, the C’s are easily seen to form a fundamental set for G in 
F. Observe that & E k for all 1 if and only if & = w E k. If n is odd then 
w" =,(-I)n/2 = 1 means WEG in fact; if n is even then 
o” = ecnP 1)n’2 = -1 # 1. To complete the proof, we need only observe that if 
<A and & are elements of fundamental sets corresponding to 2, E G, then 
ri = XC for some x E G (g: G -+ k*(A H& ’ <i) is a homomorphism). 
Q.E.D. 
We use fundamental sets to describe the grouplikes of %‘[. 
4.10. Let G C_ k* be a finite subgroup, and suppose that G has a 
fundamental set l in k. Then g,,, = ~AxXA<~1-“‘~2 uA,,, E SV’ is grouplike for 
I> 1 and x E G. (Thus 9%’ has a basis of grouplikes for I> 1.) 
To show 4.10 observe that g = C a u A 1 AC,, E %“\O is grouplike if and only 
if a,a, = (;lP)“P1”‘2 aAp for & p E G, and that xAxp = xl” holds for X, A, 
p E G. The parenthetical comment follows by the fact that distinct grouplikes 
are independent. 
To continue our construction we will specialize the following proposition, 
the proof of which is straightforward. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let (H, B) be an admissible pair, and suppose Z g B is 
a coideal, left H-submodule, and a left H-subcomodule. Then BZ and ZB 
(hence J = BIB) are also coideals, left H-submodules, and left H- 
subcomodules. Thus (H, B/J) is an admissible pair where B/J has the 
quotient structures. 
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Assume G g k* is a finite subgroup which has a fundamental set < in k. 
Let .57,,,, = 3?/( gmn,i - 1) for m > 1. By the previous proposition 
(k(G], ~3~,,) is an admissible pair. The structure of 3m,l is described below. 
4.11. Let G z k* be a Jinite subgroup of order n with fundamental set 
t c k, and suppose m > 1 is fixed. 
(a) 53’,,,[ N k[Z,,] @ a.* @ k[Z,,] (n-times) as algebras. 
(b) ,~3’~,~=%/ ... @pm” and %’ N k[ %,I as coalgebras for 
1 <l<mn. 
(c) I E End,(.5?m,,) has an inverse S determined by S(u,,,,) = 
~~“~(‘~““’ ~j\(nl’)n’2)m~(~~,),mn-,, for 1 < 1 < mn, and S(u,,,.,) = 
A ((n-l)n/*)m ~r~Tlml u~A~l~~mn~,, where A E G. 
(d) S*(u,wJ = (~‘)%~u, for l<l,<mnandlEG. 
Proof. First of all observe that c$~~-““““* = <~~-“n’2’m for 1 E G. Thus 
CA (jl(n-“n/2’m uiltmn, = 1 in 9,,,. 
(a) For 0 < i < n let ej be the unity of the (i + 1)th summand of the 
right-hand side. Since ,y-““‘* = fl, by 4.9 we see that c.i = c$‘~““~* for 
some cl E k. Thus the correspondence 33m,l-$ k[Z,,] @ .e. @ k(Z,,] 
(uA b chl elnA ) determines an algebra isomorphism. 
(b) Follows by virtue of the isomorphism of (a) and by 4.10. 
(c) Follows directly by establishing that S * I(u,,,,) = a,,, 1 for A E G 
and 1 < I< mn since .3?m,r is commutative and cocommutative; and (d) 
follows easily from (c). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let G _C k* be a finite subgroup of order n > 1 and 
suppose G has a fundamental set < in k. If m > 1 then (K(G], 55’m,,) is an 
admissible pair, and 39m,r x k[G] is a cosemisimple involutory Hopf algebra 
of dimension mn3 such that A, is not an algebra map and S = 1;: I has 
order 2n. 
Proof That B,,, x k[G] is a Hopf algebra follows by 4.11 (c) and part 
(b) of Proposition 2, and cosemisimplicity follows by part (b) of Proposition 
4. If A, were multiplicative, then S would have order 2, so we need only 
show that S has order 2n and s has order 2. 
By 4.11(d) we have S’(U~~,,)= @‘)‘*u*,,, for 1 < I< mn. Thus S*” = 1, 
and S*(u,) = eu, where In e= 1. If S” = 1, then S*” = I which means 
em = 1, and hence n] m. Thus S has order n or 2n. If S has order n, the 
above argument shows that n is odd, but then by 4.11 (c) we conclude that 
k = A- ’ for J. E G, or n = 2. Therefore S has order 2n. 
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To show that s* = Z # s first observe that S@,) E _B, for A E G, where 
B =gm,s. Therefore for b E B, 
s(bx l)=(l xl-‘)(S(b)X l)=L-’ .S(b)x;1-’ 
and thus 
s*(b x 1) = s((;l-i . S(b) x l)(l x A-‘)) 
=(l xA)(K’ .S(A-’ .S(b))xl-‘) 
= S(A-’ . S(b)) x 1 
follows by Proposition 2(b). By the first calculation s # Z, and by the result 
just cited to show s2 = Z, it suffices by the second calculation to compute for 
p E G that 
iv-’ * S(U,,I,)) = (p(‘)lp-‘S2(U,crr) 
= @y(@“)‘2up(l)) = u,o, 
when 1 < I < mn, and S*(u,,,,,) = u~(,,,~,. 
We close with an example relevant to Proposition 3(c). 
Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE. Let B = 7’(U) be as described above for G = (-1, 1) c C *, 
and let u = u, and u = u_,. Then 
Au=u@u+u@u, E(U) = 1, 
Av=u@u+v@u, E(U) = 0. 
Let Z c B be the span of v2, uu - iuu, and a4 - 1. Then E(Z) = (0), and it 
follows directly that 
Av* 3 vu @ uv - uv @ vu = 0, 
Auv = u* @ uo + uu @ u*, 
Avu = u2 @ uu + vu @ u2, 
and 
modulo Z @ B + B @ I, so Z is a coideal of B. Clearly Z is also a k[G]- 
submodule and subcomodule, so (k[G], g) is an admissible pair by 
Proposition 6, where &= B/(Z). It is easy to see that the uid’s, where 
O<i<4 and O<j<2, may be identified with a basis for Z?. 
x = (1 + u + u* + a”) u is a non-zero left integral for E Observe that 
g . x = q(g) x for g E G where q # E. 
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